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The Chalice Letter
The Greatest Challenge of the 21st Century

leadership in building a diverse democracy and civil society. I
look forward to being with Dr. Eboo Patel later this week as I
write this column.
We must examine ourselves, our stories and even prejudices.
We must be reminded that many of us and our families embody
multiple identities simultaneously. Alongside respect for our
identities, we must strive to build relationships across difference.
Along with emotional, social and scientific intelligence, we need
faith intelligence that attends with awareness of language, practice
and hospitality in order to bridge overcoming common barriers.
All faith leaders encourage followers to engage good works for
the goodwill alongside others. This has been our strong calling
during our YMCA careers. As a faith based organization, our
work in philanthropy resonates strongly among interfaith leaders.
A Presbyterian senior minister of a very large congregation
shared this story. Three men of faith, a Christian, a Jew and a
Muslim; joined together to climb a mountain from the village
below following the same path. It was only when they reached
the top they went their separate ways to pray. When it came
time to walk down the mountain, they once again shared the same
path. What they talked about with passion with each other was
concern for the quality of life for all, including hospitality to the
stranger, in the village they lived in a shared life in the valley
below.
In our time, the greatest challenge of the 21st Century, we need
more interfaith leaders … those committed to their own faith,
but also to the necessity of engaging others across divides for the
mutual work of changing the world. It is a challenge we should
all be willing to take.

Soon after September 11, 2001, I answered a call from a long
time friend and colleague, the late Ron Kinnamon, if I would
arrange a meeting with Sayyid Mohammed Sayeed. Ron
knew I had become friends with Sayyid through local inter faith
leadership gatherings. I was CEO
for the YMCA of Greater
Indianapolis. Ron retired from his
national leadership position with
YMCA of the USA to become
Chairman of the Board for
Interfaith Youth Core (IYC) based
in Chicago. Ron wanted to bring
with him, Dr. Eboo Patel,
executive director and founder for
IYC. At that time, Sayyid was the
executive director for the Islamic
Society of North America (ISNA)
that is headquartered in an ornate
mosque that was built in a western
suburb of Indianapolis. The
mosque was quite literally surrounded by corn fields.
As we walked from the parking lot to enter the mosque, it
suddenly dawned on me to ask Eboo: “why is a ‘gentile’
introducing a Muslim to another Muslim?” Eboo gave me a quick
study of the Muslim faith and the sectarian groups within. Eboo
said: “I am Ismali, a minority sect, and the leadership of ISNA are
Sunni. Your friendship is an important bridge to this
introduction”.
Sayyid exceeded our expectations by arranging the top
leadership of ISNA to meet with us. During the course of the
meeting, Sayyid shared that most of the top leaders of this
movement from around the world were students of the 60’s at
WFYR Chair
American colleges and universities at a time when there was little
content for observant Muslim students to continue the discipline
of daily prayers. Sayyid said it was the Student YMCA that
stepped up to arrange prayer rooms for Muslim students and this
WFYR World Reunion at YMCA World Assembly,
gesture of goodwill has not been forgotten.
Chiang Mai, Thailand –
Since that meeting, Dr. Eboo Patel has become a leader and
July 2018. Details pending. Stay tuned to BRIDGES
for more announcements.
speaker in high demand to advance the cause for interfaith

Norris Lineweaver
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THOUGHTS FROM
THE EDITORS
The recent election results in this country have sparked massive
demonstrations and reactions to decisions being made by our new
president and his majority in the legislature. Prior decisions in the
UK and the pending elections in France indicate that historic
connections and expectations are no longer automatic. There is
no question that our world is getting smaller, and as wars
continue and the environment heats up, we risk the threat of
reaching a boiling point.
I am reminded how normal it seemed for Arabs and Israelis to
work out and play together at the Jerusalem International YMCA
even while the Gulf War threatened both groups. That YMCA
places a much higher value on reconciliation over recreation. It
seems difficult for me to accept that a community YMCA in the
US has taken off the news commentator shows in the exercise
room due to the increase in heated arguments and disputes.
Bridges has requested some comments from Y leaders as local
YMCAs try to work within communities that are populated with
refugees and immigrants. Some samples of those responses are
included in this edition.
Y retirees in the USA recently returned from an eight day AYR
Reunion Cruise. Nearly 180 old friends and “new best friends”
enjoyed renewing connections and sharing conversations during
the entire cruise. The port visits were a welcome break from
days at sea, but the activities and entertainment features on board
were enjoyed by all as a means to continue the fellowship.
WFYR groups around the world are seeking ways to recruit
new members and retain existing members. Some thoughts on
these challenges are shared in this edition of Bridges. Our friends
in Canada have invested considerable time sampling their existing
members and have reached several conclusions. AYR groups in
the US will be convening a 48 Hour conference in May to aid
local leaders trying to keep their membership rolls increasing as
existing members age and can no longer participate due to
infirmities or death in the family.
WFYR members will be surprised to learn that the Professional
Society for YMCA Directors in the USA has voted to go out of
existence. Plans are being developed for the YUSA to merge the
Society into its training platforms. The Society has historically
been the largest group of Y employees to join AYR, and the
transition could have a momentous impact on future enrollments
for local Y retiree chapters. Bridges will continue to provide
updates on this historic development for the Y and its
professionals.

Len and Joyce Wilson
Please send photos or articles to Len Wilson:
1101 Washington Avenue, #307
Philadelphia, PA 19147, or
len.wilson@comcast.net
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WFYR and YMCA Leaders respond to “America First” leadership
proclamations
Norris Lineweaver and Bridges have been asking for
responses and reactions to initial executive mandates coming
from Washington. Some statements from Y and WFYR leaders
indicate the strength and commitment derived from first- hand
experience and involvement with the Y way of serving
individuals and communities. Apologies for not being able to
publish entire letters and responses.

we see now in the world is new visible as well as imaginary walls
and borders between nations and human beings.”

Sogo Hoshino, Chair, Japan Federation of YMCA
Retirees (JFYR)
“USA First Policies may lead to break the mutual benefit system
of keeping peace and co-existence. Japan might end up
becoming a nuclear possessing country. We cannot afford to
Kevin Washington, President and CEO, YMCA of the
lose the competitive strength of our car industries or lose our
USA
self -dependency in terms of domestic food supply. Thinking of
“For more than 165 years, the Y has played a role in knitting
all the potential risks, I have realized that it probably will become
together the vibrant fabric of America. Our country has changed a very difficult year in 2017 and later.”
dramatically along the way. There have been times of peace and
times of conflict, times of unity and times of discord. Through it Mary Carol Fish, President, Association of YMCA
all, our democracy has persevered, and the Y has been a safe,
Retirees (AYR)
welcoming place for people from all backgrounds….Our
I consider our organization’s role in this dizzying and tumultuous
policies, practices and programs must advance our organizational society. How do we stand on these issues? What are we doing
commitment to diversity and inclusion. We must sustain our
to be a part of the solution? What else could we be doing?
support for newcomers and immigrants, in partnership with our As past YMCA leaders, we embodied the “safe place for all,
colleagues at Ys in 120 countries.”
regardless of race, wealth or status”. In fact we sought out the
underdog and made the impossible, possible, for many. Words
Franco Savoia, President, Canadian Fellowship of
like diversity, and inclusion were part of our regular vocabulary
YMCA Retirees
and our programs and practices reflected those policies. .
“Uncertainty, fear, and anger are on the increase… The recent
As retirees of the YMCA and members of AYR, we continue to
shootings in a Quebec City mosque are a stark and painful
find ways to live out what we stood for those years of our
reminder of the danger and risk we face as a nation….although
careers. With regularity, at our gatherings, we hear from the Your time has passed, our passion and commitment to the YMCA
USA leadership, assuring us of the continuity from past to
values of caring, responsibility, inclusivity and honesty remain
present, albeit some new ways of accomplishing goals . We
constant. … we need to harness the voice of compassion with
reflect upon how it was, yet embrace the new ways of doing
other caring Canadians of all backgrounds, creeds and
things to meet the current needs.
organizations.
Rich Bailey. Canadian Vice President, WFYR
“ I was encouraged to see the many demonstrations...and
especially the world-wide Women’s Marches which expressed
disappointment in the President’s and Congress’s actions and
intentions… diminishing the respect the USA has previously
garnered. …to stimulate conversations about these important
issues we could use our gatherings and newsletters… to highlight
the positive actions taken by especially our members and the
YMCA, to alleviate the inhumanity we are experiencing i.e.
refugees/immigration etc. In addition we could encourage and
highlight our members who: march, demonstrate, contribute,
write, run for office etc., in an attempt to bring civility to their
neighborhoods.”
Anita Anderson, WFYR Chair for Sweden
We are happy that in our organization there are no borders in
our minds. The Berlin wall was taken down in 1989, but what

The photo at the right was
taken last fall by Norris
Lineweaver displaying a
banner at the Municipality of
Madrid, Spain He suggests it is
a thematic image in support of
quotes from YMCA and WFYR
leaders around the world.
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Haydée Castro de Merklen: a faithful
and joyful life dedicated to service
By Julio C. “Tito”Lagomarsino

Haydée, at 97, is still passionate for the YMCA mission, and is a
spiritual force and inspiration for her YMCA Retiree Chapter in
Uruguay. She is the widow of Hugo Merklen, a YMCA
Professional of the Montevideo YMCA in Uruguay, who studied
and graduated from the historic YMCA Instituto Técnico in
1944. He went to be with the Lord in 1991.
Among Hugo’s numerous achievements during his long life
and distinguished career within the Montevideo YMCA, was the
foundation of the YMCA in the city of Paysandú, and his
instrumental role in the foundation and
development of the YMCA in the city of
San José, Uruguay.
It’s a joy and a special privilege for all
YMCA’s retirees in Latin America to
continue being inspired by Haydée’s
cheerful and caring personality.. Haydée
embodies the saying: “Behind a successful
man there is always a great woman that inspires and supports
him”. Thank you Haydée! We love you!

Africa by Samuel Anim
We are pleased to congratulate our
good friend and colleague, former
WFYR Vice Chair for Africa, James FP
Gomez for his appointment as Minister
of Fisheries, Water Resources and
National Assembly of the Gambian
government. James, you make all of us
proud! and as we said: "Retired, but not
tired," you were and are a good example of perseverance and
servant leadership, let's keep building a better world for all.
Comments from the Africa Alliance of YMCAs:
"On behalf of all the YMCA membership, leadership in Africa and
around the world, I wish to congratulate my elder brother, mentor and
friend Honourable James FP Gomez for his appointment as Minister of
Fisheries, Water Resources and National Assembly – The Gambia. Hon.
James is a born politician and a visionary leader. He has been a strategic
member of the opposition leadership in The Gambia which led to peace
transition.
Let us keep him, Hon. James FP Gomez, in our prayers.
JG, we are proud of you!"
Mr Carlos Sanvee,
General Secretary, Africa Alliance of YMCAs

News from Y’s RETIRED OF THE UK
President, Jim Lamb provides a positive review of activities in
2016 and thanks the fine work of his Executive Committee.
Four Area Reunions continue to be conducted, and members
are encouraged to meet in small groups for luncheons or
“residentials”. The ongoing connection with The” British Boys
for British Farms” thanks to the fine work of Stephen Milner
provides an annual luncheon and opportunities for members to
maintain friendships that were formed working with the BBBF
which was started after WWII. David Smith and wife Sue
received sincere appreciation for the fine work that goes into
publishing the organization’s newsletters each year.
The next edition of Bridges should have photos and accounts
from the colorful and enjoyable St. Ives- Southwest Y’s retired
get together which will held in April.
YMCAs in London and Norfolk are working to improve
accommodations to meet the growing problems of homelessness
among local young people. YMCAs across the country are
uniting to fundraise during what is being called a national
“YMCA Sleep Easy Week.”
The current newsletter for the Y’s Retired features more
background of the role of the Women’s Auxiliary in the YMCA
during the First World War. The stories of individual women
answering the call to support the troops in over 250 recreation
and hospitality huts need to be told as part of the greater
mobilization of men and arms called upon during the outbreak
of hostilities in Europe. (Editor’s note) Readers are encouraged
to read the newsletter accounts at www.yretired.co.uk

PFYR (Philippines) By Chris Caparoso
PFYR and chair Cris Caparoso hosted the 1 month career
development program and Physical Education Institute for
YMCA young leaders.
They were training them to be
the young executives of their
local YMCA's.
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Bangladesh

Greetings from Bangladesh Fellowship of YMCA Retirees.
We are very happy to
inform you that the
newly elected First
Executive Committee
Meeting of Bangladesh
Fellowship of YMCAs
Retirees was held on
10th March 2017, in
Dhaka.
One year ago, the
Bangladesh Fellowship
of YMCA Retirees started its journey in Bangladesh in front of
the Bangladesh Parliament House in Dhaka. It is a really good
Fellowship of Ex-YMCA Staff.
We all are very proud that in the last year, we were successful
in meeting each other closely and enjoying a very good time in
fellowship.
We invite all Ex-YMCA staffs to attend the Bangladesh
Fellowship of YMCA Retirees. Contact: bfyrs2016@gmail.com.

Sweden Reported by Anita Andresson

As you may have heard the Swedish
YWCA-YMCA-retirees are not
formally organised, but many of us
are in contact on national level and
many are still involved as local
volunteers.
My friend and colleague Barbro
Thorén and I were happy to
participate in the WFYR and YMCA
Council Meeting in Colorado now
already some years ago. Sadly Barbro
is sick with a terrible disease, ALS,
but sends greetings to colleagues and
partners from the international
work.
We are happy that in our
organisation there are no borders in
our minds. With many international experiences we have
learned that a foreigner usually is a YWCA/YMCA-sister or
brother. The Berlin wall was taken down 1989 but what we now
see in the world is new visible as well as imaginary walls and
borders between nations and human beings. Sweden received
many refugees in 2015 mainly due to the war in Syria. The
efforts in the European Union from Sweden and some other
countries to convince all member states to receive their fair
share of the refugees have not succeeded. A similar debate is
going on between the municipalities in Sweden that every city or
village has to be open to welcome their fair share. For some the
migrants have become a burden due to lack of accommodation/
housing, job opportunities etc.
The last 60-70 years in Sweden have made us rely on the
government for the basic needs if there is a crisis. Now when the
resources of the public society are not there or not enough to
care for the newcomers it gives the possibilities to the NGOs,
civil society and churches to act. There are many wonderful
examples also in our YWCA/YMCA family. From the small city
of Jönköping I hear stories about active senior volunteers and
JFYR, Japan Reported by Sogo Hoshino
new people in the Y´s Men club and YMCA. The motto for the
The JFYR has been conducting its general meeting every year in migrant activities are ”Nobody can help everyone – but everyone
fall. This year we plan to have our general meeting in Tozanso, a can help somebody.” In the Tuesday meetings ”Meeting Place”
YMCA retreat facility facing the beautiful Mt. Fuji (a few hours at 10 – 13 around 50 volunteers and 100-150 migrants
by bus from Tokyo). The main hall building was renewed last
participate. Besides forming activity groups, practical assistance
November and we can all enjoy fellowship there. We would like and friendship has been the result. Activity groups include
to invite any YMCA retiree from another country to join in our volleyball, soccer, sewing, and language training. The majority
general meeting held on Nov 10-11, 2017. Please let us know if of the participants in the soccer training Saturday evenings come
any of you are planning to come visit Japan during the time of
from Afghanistan and Eritrea.
our meeting. We would welcome such guests from overseas.
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AYR (Association of YMCA Retirees)

CanaFYR

By Mary Carol Fish, President, AYR

By Franco Savoia, President

Greetings from the AYR
in the USA, as we look
forward to the Spring
Season here.
A few less than 200 AYRers just returned from a
wonderful Cruise
Reunion on the Royal
Caribbean Oasis of the
Len and Joyce Wilson in front of
Seas in the western
Royal Caribbean’s Oasis of the Seas
Caribbean. What a rich
time of fellowship for all of us. Jack and I met so many new
friends, enjoyed getting to know better some new friends of the
past few years, and spent quality time with dear old AYR friends.
The activities were numerous, the weather great, and delicious
food and entertainment were in abundance.
Some of our time was spent over
some topics near and dear to our AYR
hearts. Those topics included sharing
ideas for programs, spawning the
beginnings of a Travel Club, reviewing
pending issues with big changes for
AYP (formerly APD), which affects
Chris and Ken White
our AYR organization in many ways.
We heard heart-warming stories about
World Service from Director Mary Tikalsky, and with her
encouragement, we more than met the Harold Smith $5000
challenge fundraiser. We played Bingo, with fun-loving Ken and
Chris White, highlighting EAF (emergency assistance fund).
Special speakers were Kevin
Washington, CEO of the YUSA, who highlighted current
programs and trends for the
YMCA, and last but not least, a
fine message from John Preis,
CEO of the Y Retirement Fund.
Great memories will remain with
us. Special thanks to Phil and
AYR President Mary Carol
Fish and Ken Wortman
Gail Wortman, chairpersons of
winner of Stahl Award for
the event.
writing

Sharing, Engagement and Advancing the YMCA
At our February 2017 meeting of the Executive Committee of the
Canadian Fellowship of YMCA Retirees (CanaFYR) we asked,
given our experience of retirement, what advice would we give
our pre-retirement and younger selves. Here are the words of
advice:
Find a place and plan to use the skills that you learned in your
YMCA work
Find something that you enjoy doing and plan to do it
When it’s over; it is over. No one will call you. Find a
YMCA activity to provide a softer landing in the
transition.
Don’t look back; look forward. Plan activities in your
retirement
Stay involved in the YMCA; mentor the many young people
in the community.
Have a routine; have a reason to get up in the morning; plan
to do good things in your community.

The advice indicates that there is a wealth of experience in
CanaFYR. We encourage the engagement all of its members with
each other, their local community and their YMCA.
To that end, the Executive has developed a two-year work plan.
Its focus is on communication, sharing and engagement. We are
meeting monthly via conference call, to keep working the plan.
Some early actions, Rich Bailey (Toronto Y), President-Elect
has set up a Facebook page and all members are being encouraged
to sign on. Eighteen people have joined thus far. Also each month
Rich Bailey edits a one-pager E-clips summarizing the
Executive’s discussion and work and is forwarded to each
member. Lastly all members are invited to join in on the monthly
conference call.
As we are completely volunteer driven, members are being
asked to help. Gary Gray (Sudbury YMCA) has assumed role of
Communications Chair. In turn he has reached out and invited
other members to assist. Colin Hatcher (YMCA of Northern
Alberta) is the new editor of our quarterly e-mail.
Great distances make face-to-face meetings difficult. We are
striving to use all of the social media at our disposal to help build a
better and stronger association of YMCA retirees. We recognize
that we have all been touched by our YMCA work. Increasingly a
consensus is building that we should rename ourselves as YMCA
Alumni. In so doing the fellowship will be broadened to include
anyone who has worked for the YMCA whether they retired from
the YMCA or not.
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Tribute to Harold Smith
Dear Colleagues
I am deeply saddened to report the passing of my esteemed
predecessor, Rev. Dr. Harold C. Smith on March 21, 2017.
He first joined the Fund in 1958 and retired in 2000. He rose to
become President and CEO and CIO in 1983. During his 17-year
tenure, the Fund experienced unprecedented growth in
membership and assets under his management.
He shared his wisdom by serving on numerous boards and
committes of for-profits and not-for-profit
organizations, including the Springfield College
Board of Trustees, the YMCA of Greater New York
Board of Directors and International Branch Board
of Managers (chair) , the YMCA International
Program Services Committee (chair), the Ursinus
Collee Board of Trustees in Collegeville, PA, and
the Y Mutual Insurance Company and Coins/Investment
Company (treasurer).
In 2001, he was inducted into the YMCA Hall of Fame, which
is located at Springfield College.
We will miss Harold’s generosity, wise counsel, and
extraordinary vision. We will always remember his commitment
to the values of the YMCA.
John M. Preis, President and CEO,
YMCA Retirement Fund

[See excellent short video on Harold’s commitment to ministry and the

Letter to Bridges Care of Ken White
Dear Ken,
I always enjoy reading each issue. My husband Ed and I spent a
year volunteering in Jerusalem. He worked with management,
and I taught in the Gan, the Ys childcare program. We loved that
year.
I still stay in touch with my fellow teacher who I worked with
that year as we spent time with our class of two and three year
olds. I have two special memories. One was speaking “Heblish” a
combination of Hebrew and English with the children. The other
was learning to play the carillon bells in the tower on a special
keyboard. I played a half hour of Christmas carols which Ed
recorded.
I am now 96, live in a lovely retirement community, and my
health seems to be fine - no complaints. I wish you and readers of
Bridges a blessed 2017.
Cordially, Mary Torrence

Christmas Treat for ACJ (YMCA)
of Dominican Republic By Lou Falk
Here’s a big “Thank You” from the
kids and families of the humble
village of Don Gregorio, Dominican
Republic, and Andres Fortunato,
the National General Director of the
ACJ (YMCA) of the D.R.
Y retirees and friends raised
more than $5,000 for this Christmas Eve tradition! This year
something new was added to the program: a special dinner for
over 370 kids of the community. About 250 families also received
all the food and fixings for a
Christmas Eve feast.
So one more time, thank
you YMCA retirees and
friends for helping to make
this possible!
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